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Abstract
In this preliminary study, we discuss how Inter–Judge
Agreement—a widespread method of measuring the re-
liability of phonetic transcription of child and impaired
speech—can also be applied to research on dialectal vari-
ation. By analyzing the results of a small scale transcrib-
ing experiment based on a corpus of dialectal samples of
European Portuguese, our proposal is that inter-judge
agreement enhances the accuracy and reliability of pho-
netic transcription of this kind of speech.

1. Background
Some common problems with phonetic transcrip-
tion (PhT) [1, 2]:
▶ Discrepancies in intended level of detail;
▶ Inaccurate productions;
▶ Low quality of acoustic samples;
▶ Lack of appropriate phonetic symbols.

Difficulties escalate when it comes to PhT of
“atypical” productions [3, 4, 5, 6], e.g.:
▶ Child language;
▶ Impaired speech.

How can we deal with such difficulties? Dubious,
unclear productions, possibly leading to a biased tran-
scription (transcribers don’t transcribe what is in the
acoustic signal, but what their linguistic knowledge as-
sumes is in the signal), should be subject to either:
▶ Acoustic Analysis [7, 8]: As a way of objective

detection/identification of segments and/or pho-
netic properties of segments;

▶ Cross-checking of different PhTs—“Inter–
Judge Agreement”, IJA [4, 5]: The same
phonetic sample is transcribed by different tran-
scribers; consensus among them is then measured,
as a way of improving reliability of problematic
PhTs. Different authors propose different levels
of reliability:
▷ Shriberg et al., 1999 [6]:

>80% consensus → Reliable
▷ Shrout & Fleiss, 1979 [9]:

Percentage Level of reliability
100% consensus Full reliability
75% consensus Excellent reliability
40%–74% consensus Moderate reliability
<40% Poor reliability
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2. Purpose of this Study
Our proposal is to apply IJA metrics to a specific set
of phonetic samples consisting of a collection of oral pro-
ductions from several dialects of European Portuguese in
order to measure the reliability of PhTs of such corpus.
Brief Description of the Dialectal Corpus:
▶ Dialect Archive of the Center of Linguistics of the

University of Porto (AD-CLUP);
▶ ca. 120 samples of spoken European Portuguese,

encompassing several dialects;
▶ All samples were collected by graduate and post-

graduate students of Linguistics from the Univer-
sity of Porto since 1994;

▶ Varying degrees of recording quality, methodology
and duration (average is about 90s);

▶ All samples were subject to logistic and linguistic
treatment (including exhaustive orthographic and
phonetic transcriptions);

▶ All data (samples, transcriptions, maps, statistics,
etc.) will soon be made freely available online.

Problematic Cases of Phonetic Variation in Eu-
ropean Portuguese: In transcribing EP, the following
types of variation raise a considerable amount of doubts
and difficulties:
▶ Schwa–realization vs. Schwa–deletion: In EP,

schwa ([1]) may be freely deleted, regardless of
context; even when it is phonetically realized,
acoustic analysis is generally misleading as to its
occurrence, due to its “obscure” acoustic charac-
terization (very short duration, low intensity, un-
defined formant patterning)[10];

▶ Rhotics: EP opposes a “simple” rhotic ([R]) to
a “multiple” one, whose phonetic realization may
range from [ö] to [X] and [K]. This variation corre-
sponds to an on-going change and it is not prop-
erly accounted for in the literature;

▶ Voiced stops: voiced stops /b d g/ are often real-
ized as “assibilated” (i.e., as non-strident approx-
imants): [B D G]. Although some contexts seem
to favor this kind variation, it is largely unpre-
dictable from context (or dialect);

▶ Final unstressed syllables: final, unstressed
syllables can be produced as fully unvoiced in EP,
even if phonologically voiced.

3. Methodology
Stimuli:
▶ 20 short samples from the AD-CLUP corpus (1-3

words, maximum; each stimulus with a duration
of ca. 3s) that raised doubts in the first transcrip-
tion of the whole corpus, 5 for each variation type
(see above), variable sound quality.

Sample Schwa (realization vs. deletion)
1 “cinco equações matemáticas"
2 “também tem as suas desvantagens"
3 “feira medieval"
4 “é muito diferente"
5 “como refeição"

Sample Rhotics
6 “e estava tudo revoltado"
7 “arreligiosa"
8 “pronto e regressar novamente ao carro"
9 “quando isto encerra"
10 “correr"

Sample Intervocalic stops
11 “gostei mais da cidade"
12 “a ver os concertos à borla"
13 “e basicamente fui"
14 “não é nada de fabuloso"
15 “para entregar até"

Sample Final devoicing
16 “porque"
17 “livros"
18 “eu acho que é mesmo desenho"
19 “comer umas bolachinhas"
20 “um livro sobre matemática"

Table 1: Samples

Subjects:
▶ 7 adult, phonetically trained linguists, phoneti-

cians and speech therapists (LJ, CP, ARV, ML,
CS, VF, CA);

▶ Different universities; no previous contact with
the material.

Method:
▶ Stimuli were presented in a slide presentation; 1

stimulus per slide, user–controlled;
▶ Each participant listened to each stimulus as

many times as needed;
▶ Answers were written down by hand using IPA.

4. Results/Remarks
Sample LJ CP ARV ML CS VF CA Consensus

1 deletion deletion deletion deletion deletion deletion deletion deletion**
2 deletion deletion deletion deletion deletion deletion deletion deletion**
3 1 deletion 1 1 1 deletion deletion 1*
4 deletion deletion deletion 1 deletion deletion deletion deletion**
5 deletion deletion 1 1 1 1 deletion 1*
6 K K ö K ö ö ö ö*
7 K K ö K ö ö ö ö*
8 K K ö – ö ö ö ö*
9 K K R K R ö ö K*
10 K K ö K ö ö ö ö*
11 d d d d D D D d (stop)*
12 b b b – B b b b (stop)**
13 b b b b B b b b (stop)**
14 b b b b B b b b (stop)**
15 g g g g G g g g (stop)**
16 voiced deletion deletion voiced voiced deletion deletion deletion*
17 voiced voiced voiced voiced voiced deletion devoiced voiced**
18 deletion deletion – voiced voiced deletion voiced –
19 voiced voiced voiced voiced voiced voiced voiced voiced**
20 voiced voiced voiced voiced voiced voiced voiced voiced**

Table 2: Results of the transcription task. (*)40%<IJA<75%; (**)75%⩽IJA

Final Remarks:
▶ PhTs’ reliability is improved: initial doubts about the chosen samples were solved (see Table 2) and the final

transcriptions to be included in the online material of AD-CLUP will follow these results;
▶ Therefore, the overall reliability of the whole linguistic study of the AD-CLUP’s material is also improved;
▶ IJA methodology proved efficient for the study/transcription of dialectal realizations;
▶ Since it has proven beneficial, this approach will be extended to the whole corpus of AD-CLUP in the future.
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